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Abstract. In aquaculture process, common water quality monitoring system just 
collect data in real-time, and data-monitoring that have been collected is time 
postponed. It is necessary to conduct prediction and early warning on quality in 
accordance with its historical state and current state. This paper aims to conduct 
prediction and warning in terms of the DO content in carp aquaculture using 
neural network and decision tree, and try to complete the dissolved oxygen 
Real-time prediction and early warning system through prediction and early 
warning model research, system design, and system development. The effect in 
practical application shows that the system can use the two methods to predict 
DO content, and conduct early warning by value prediction and rule based 
reasoning. 
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1 Introduction 

Dissolved Oxygen (DO) is one of the key parameters in intensive aquaculture, the 
dissolved oxygen content plays a decisive role in affecting the aquatic feeding rate, 
feed utilization rate and feed conversion rate, and so, it is necessary to monitor the 
dissolved oxygen. At present, the DO monitor and prediction in pond breeding 
process cannot meet the need of real production [1], further research is still necessary. 
In carp breeding process, the equipment that control DO is operated by hand, which is 
not only waste of cost, but also badly delayed in time. Opening aeration equipment in 
the case of hypoxia condition has occurred, will inevitably cause losses. The 
traditional warning and control method just compare the current DO content and 
specified standards, and  open aeration device if it does not meet the requirements, 
which means bad occurrence is not avoided by precaution. 

In this paper, we use the data checking and correction method to ensure the data 
accuracy and effectiveness that obtained. The method of compensation calculation 
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was established after communication with culture experts, and it is based on the 
practical experience in breeding. 

The system was deployed in Yixing agriculture network platform and Xiaotangshan 
carp farms, and the results of testing and operation achieved a desired effect 
comparatively. The real-time dissolved oxygen prediction and warning made breed 
staff can aware of the dissolved oxygen content for the moment and a period of time 
later (10minute, 30minute, and 60minute). 

2 Theory 

2.1 Data Check and Correct 

Remote data checking module will check the obtained data, and call modification 
module and check data if the abnormal data was found, and make it into reasonable 
range. The specific processes is, firstly, census data and analyze the data distribution, 
find the maximum and minimum value, secondly, communicate with the breeding 
experts and after comprehensive analysis, get the range of parameters. The proportion 
of parameter changes is calculated by following formula: 
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Among them: iy  represents the obtained data in time t , 1+iy  represents the data 

collected in the moment 1+t . 
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Among them: y  represents the to-be-checked data, base  represents the number of 

compensation, iy  represents the historical data, iw  represents the weight. The 

number of compensation refers to the number of data that referenced in order to 
correct and compensate data when the data is missing or error. 

2.2 Real-Time Prediction and Warning of DO 

Natural Network  

Neural network simulates human brain memory and learning activities, and can solve 
problems such as classification, identification and prediction [2]. BP algorithm is a 
kind of feedback neural network algorithm, and is realized by multiple iterations. A 
learning process is composed by forward propagation of data input and back-
propagation of error. In this paper, we considered the actual situation of carp 
breeding, and take three layer network structures. 
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Decision Tree 

Decision tree is a kind of association rules, and is based on the inductive learning 
method as the given sample, using up-side-down recursive manner to produce tree 
structure that similar to flowcharts[3]. From the root node, choose the most 
appropriate described attributes as branching attribute with reference of the given 
metric standard, and establish branches down according to different values. The 
advantages of decision tree classification method are: less time-consuming, simple 
and intuitive model, easy to understand. The C4.5(an improved algorithm of ID3) 
algorithm can not only deal with discrete description attribute, but also continuous 
description attribute. It selects the attribute that have the maximum information gain 
ratio and classify the training samples, aims at minimizing the system entropy when 
branching, and improve the computing speed and accuracy. The simulation results 
that using decision tree to predict dissolved oxygen content are shown as Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. DO predict results of decision tree 

DO Warning 

Warning refers to measure a factor in present and the future, and predict abnormal 
state and possible injury [4]. On the early warning process, firstly, we analyze the 
surrounding environment and conduct early warning on object's internal factors in 
quality and quantity. Secondly, identify the trends, speed and range. Finally, do the 
warning and remind for events that might occur and measures that can be taken. The 
DO warning means to analyze and evaluate the DO content of water body in a certain 
period of time, and determines the change trends of dissolved oxygen content, and 
predicts the abnormal condition that maybe happen. In the process of freshwater pond 
breeding, the water quality warning is sudden, lagged, complex, concentrated, and 
dynamic [5]. 

This paper do the numerical prediction according to the prediction results of neural 
network and decision tree, and also calculate the warning state through rule based 
reasoning of the various parameters of water quality and their respective effect 
relationship. 
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3 System Design 

3.1 Data Collection and Database Design 

The real-time database is a supporting part in development of real-time control and 
data acquainting system[6], which can help user collect and store data in real time and 
provide effective data sources for information mining in the upper layer software. 
Real-time database also contributes to the monitoring and optimization control, and 
also provides real-time data service, data management, scheduling, data analysis, 
decision support and remote online browsing for the enterprise production process. 
The database call relation of this system is shown as Fig. 2:  

 

Fig. 2. Database design 

3.2 The Frame of Real-Time Prediction and Early Warning System 

The Real time prediction and early warning system can automatically monitoring, 
predict and warn on irregular data, and at the same time respond to users’ requests 
such as viewing, modification, and so on. 

The workflow of this system varies by role. First it verifies the user’s jurisdiction, 
then responses to different service contents according to different roles. Fig. 3 shows 
the framework of system. 

Common user: Users request for viewing the data and perform prediction, and  
the system responds to them. If user views the historical data, then the system calls 
the database of historical data directly and displays the corresponding results on the 
HTML page. If user views the predicted or early warning information, then the 
system first do the calculation process and gets the needed data, then store it into 
database and finally show them on a page after calling the database. The aim is: the 
database can save each step during handling process, which not only provides a 
guarantee for users’ viewing, but also provides traceability data and log records when 
error occurs in future. 
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Fig. 3. System framework 

Expert: Expert is responsible for updating the local database, modifying the relevant 
parameters of prediction and warning, such as parameters of neural network 
prediction, rule base of warning reasoning. 

Administrator: The administrator is mainly responsible for the users data maintenance 
work, including viewing user information, deleting users and other functions. 

In short, the system implement functions according to the request of users, while 
keeping a real-time prediction and warning function, and perform remote monitoring 
data, predicting dissolved oxygen content and executing early warning functions no 
matter whether there is any manual interaction. 

4 System Development and Implementation 

4.1 MVC Model 

MVC is the abbreviation of Model, View and Controller [7]. Both The model and 
controller can update the view layer content, and the controller can also change the 
state of the model. The view layer passes the user's operation to the controller and at 
the same time gets a new state from the model. 

The view layer is the pages that user can see, usually made of HTML, JSP, ASP, which 
contains form, servlet path that processing  page request,i.e. the URL address of action. 

Control layer processes business of view and model layer, and reads the page 
information, in response to user request and interactive model, and finally return 
information to page, which was generally handled by the configuration file web.xml.  

Model layer is mainly composed of Java files, classes and servlet definition files. 
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According to the research object, the JSP page consists with user needs, and the 
model is responsible for realizing the various functional models, and servlets (control 
layer) response page and call for the corresponding model. 

4.2 The Implementation of DO Real-Time Predict and Early Warning System  

The prediction module includes two kinds of methods: neural network prediction and 
decision tree prediction. These serve for dissolved oxygen prediction, and belong to 
the same prediction module, including performing prediction, saving the results, 
showing the results. However, they are different in the principle of realization.  

4.3 Neural Network Prediction Module 

Neural network prediction module learns historical data, and input the recently 
acquired data to the network, then predicts the DO content in the next period. The 
module needs to be normalized .Neural network prediction process is divided into two 
main parts: preparation stage and working stage. In the preparation stage, there are 
two parallel activities: access to data and normalize, instantiate prediction class and 
acquaint parameters .In the working stage, it trains model firstly, and then uses the 
trained model to perform the final prediction, and save the prediction result into 
database, so that it contributes to the viewing and using.  

4.4 Decision Tree Predict Module 

This paper established the three-layer decision tree prediction module according to the 
prediction model previously built, and depth of 1, 2, 3 of the decision tree was set up and 
to predict dissolved oxygen content. Each prediction result was stored into the database, 
so users can view it. The implementation process of this module is divided into two parts: 
calculate the expected information that training set needed when doing classification, and 
information acquisition ratio of each attribute when the training set is partite. 

4.5 DO Early Warning Module 

Warning module includes two kinds of methods: according to the prediction value 
and rule reasoning, in which the prediction value is divided again for the predicted 
values of the neural network and decision tree to predict value.  

According to the prediction value of early warning, each alert level is stored into 
database. When performing the warning, system reads warning line from database, 
and then the prediction value and early warning limits are compared, and finally the 
result of early warning is given. 

When reasoning according to the rules, the system reads reasoning rules from 
database, calculates and infers, and gets the result of early warning. In addition, the 
role of experts can also modify warning rules. 

5 System Testing and Running 

In prediction module, the default parameter list is stored in the database, and is read 
from database when in use. This can not only ensure that the breeding expert modifies 
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the parameter into reasonable value according to their own culture experience, but 
also make interaction with the system possible, while the system is able to respond to 
the requirements of experts and calculate a more accurate prediction value. 

Table 1. Default parameter list of predict module 

Predict time Default sample number when 
training 

default learning times 

10min 500 3000 
30min 400 7000 
60min 300 10000 

After reading the relative prediction parameters, system performs the dissolved 
oxygen content prediction modules in different times, and gives the corresponding 
prediction value. The prediction results for 10 minutes are shown Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Dissolved oxygen prediction curve in 10 minutes 

In addition, the user can view the prediction results of dissolved oxygen content in 
10 minutes, 30 minutes, and 60 minutes. Fig. 5 shows the predict value of DO content 
using BP algorithm. 

 

Fig. 5. Predict results 
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In the parameter management module, the expert can view and modify the critical 
parameters, including learning rate, momentum factor, the number of hidden layer 
nodes, learning steps, and training times, and etc.  

6 Conclusion 

Taking the carp breeding as research object, this paper analyzed DO prediction and 
warning method in the practical breeding process, and developed a real-time 
prediction and warning system using Java programming technology. This paper has 
certain guidance significance in the practice of aquaculture production, and at the 
same time has reference value for other species culturing. In addition, breeding needs 
experts to be participating, especially in making the inference rules. 
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